
My knowledge expanding on a subject I didn't know too much about before.

Question: Things I like most about the course are:

 Text Responses

Fall 2013, CAAA 109 Advanced Academic Achievement Section 70D
Instructor: Wahls, Naomi (Primary)

Community College of Denver

There were: 12 possible respondents.

50%0%50%0.90.91.001100%2The instructor uses class time effectively. (Wahls)31

50%0%50%1.01.01.001100%2
The instructor meets the class for the entire period.
(Wahls)

30

50%0%50%1.01.0101100%2The instructor is on time for class. (Wahls)29

0%0%100%0.90.91.001100%2
The instructor provides opportunities for me to interact
with other students. (Wahls)

28

0%0%100%0.90.90.901100%2
The instructor used a variety of tools/methods to help me
learn. (Wahls)

27

N/ANoYes

0%0%50%50%3.43.43.20.73.5100%2
The instructor helps me become an independent learner.
(Wahls)

26

0%0%50%50%3.53.33.20.73.5100%2
The instructor connects the subject matter to the real
world. (Wahls)

25

0%50%0%50%3.43.43.31.4350%2The instructor encourages me to think critically. (Wahls)24

0%0%50%50%3.43.43.30.73.5100%2
The instructor responds effectively to student’s questions
and comments. (Wahls)

23

50%0%0%50%3.43.43.22.12.550%2
The instructor is available to me when I need assistance.
(Wahls)

22

0%50%0%50%3.53.43.41.4350%2
The instructor creates a comfortable learning environment
through courtesy and respect. (Wahls)

21

0%0%50%50%3.43.33.30.73.5100%2
The instructor helps me understand the concepts that are
presented in this course. (Wahls)

20

0%0%50%50%3.63.63.40.73.5100%2The instructor knows the subject matter. (Wahls)19

0%50%0%50%3.43.33.21.4350%2The instructor gives me useful feedback. (Wahls)18

0%50%50%0%3.43.43.30.72.550%2
The instructor explains course requirements (exams,
papers, grading) as stated on the syllabus. (Wahls)

17

0%0%0%100%3.43.43.204100%2The instructor returns graded materials. (Wahls)16

0%0%50%50%3.53.53.30.73.5100%2The instructor is enthusiastic about the subject. (Wahls)15

Does Not
Meet

MeetsExceedsOutstand

0%0%50%0%50%2.52.42.71.420%2What kind of device did you use to access the survey?10
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0%0%0%100%1.51.51.901.20%2Did you find the emails to be:9

Not ClearConfusingWordyClear

100%0%0%0%0%0%4.54.54.205100%2This survey is easy to use.8

100%0%0%0%0%0%4.44.43.805100%2
I was able to access the survey from the link in my CCD
email.

7

100%0%0%0%0%0%4.54.44.205100%2The survey process is clear and easy to understand.6
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Agree

AgreeNeutralDisagree
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Disagree
Does Not

Apply

100%0%0%*ID*ID*ID02The course increased my knowledge of the subject.3

100%0%0%*ID*ID*ID02The textbook/materials are helpful for this course.2

0%0%100%1.01.01.001100%2I received a syllabus within my first week of class.1

N/ANoYes
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non

Question: Detail any difficulties you encountered with this process:

too many question

Question: What did you not like about the on-line survey

easy to use

Question: What did you like about the on-line survey

some useful link
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